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Life cycle: eggs laid on Kincaid’s lupine in spring; larvae feed 
until host dies back; overwinter on ground; feed more and 
pupate in early spring; fly April-May. Population size depends 
in part on sufficient larval host biomass.

Larval host plant: at Fern Ridge, Federally Threatened  
Lupinus oreganus (Kincaid’s lupine) is the sole larval host.

Range-wide declines 
associated with 
cool, wet springs

Paul Severns begins lupine 
planting at N. Green Oaks

Begin annual 100% 
broadcast mowing 

Fender’s blue butterfly, an Endangered species of the Willamette Valley,  requires specific lupine larval hosts, 
abundant native nectar, and short-statured upland prairie matrix vegetation. From the late 1990s, we augmented 
larval host and native nectar plant and limited invasive species by annual broadcast mowing and other methods. 
Lupine introduced in 2002 to the ‘Stepping Stone’ to connect Fern Ridge and BLM populations supported some FBB 
within 2 years. We began complete restoration of unoccupied areas in 2007, removing cover, planting Roemer’s 
fescue, nectar, diversity, and lupine. ‘Big Spires’ was colonized in 2016.  In 2018, all established lupine planting sites 
except ‘Cherry Orchard’ were occupied. This represents an increase from 2 to 11 occupied sites and from 12 to over 
9,000 individuals. Lupine cover is near the range models suggest for long term survival of an FBB population.  We 
estimate nearly half the sites approach recovery thresholds for nectar.
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Stepping Stone, established 2002 for 
connectivity between Green Oaks, 
Fisher Butte, and BLM Fir Butte

Cherry Orchard and Big Spires were 
unoccupied by FBB when restoration began.

Begin prescribed fire in 
fractions of occupied sites

Native nectar: Adult butterflies 
mainly eat nectar, which promotes 
longevity and fecundity. At FBB sites, 
native species yield more sugar per 
flower than exotics. Female FBB 
preferentially use native nectar. A 
few exotic species may be important 
where native nectar is scarce. Restoration and management: Minimum management of invasive shrubs includes annual broadcast mowing: running tractors over dormant larvae does not 

prevent population growth. Fluazifop treatment reduces tall oatgrass, does not harm butterflies in laboratory experiments. In unoccupied sites, complete removal 
of existing vegetation with herbicides allows establishment of fluazifop-tolerant Roemer’s fescue matrix. Early forb seed mixes are chosen for tolerance to specific 
broad-leaf herbicides. Fire followed by glyphosate reduces exotic cover, increases success of subsequent seeding. Lupine is seeded and starts are planted late in 
the process. Tens of thousands of nectar plants were installed in addition to seeding.  Planting container material may accelerate availability of host and nectar.  
Burning portions of occupied sites can improve conditions enough to make up for larval mortality.  All restoration activities continue. Maintenance burning, 
mowing, spraying, and possibly planting may be required indefinitely to maintain sites near recovery thresholds. Activities were based on observation and 

reasoning, discussion within the restoration  
community, recovery planning, and close reading 
of primary literature, much from Cheryl Schultz lab.


